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Vineyard Conservation SPRING / SUMMER 2014



Moshup Trail II, 1984 aquatint by Marjorie Mason



GAINING GROUND AT MOSHUP “Our Redwoods – the most significant unprotected, undeveloped habitat in the New England region.” Ecologist Peter Dunwiddie at Aquinnah Town Meeting



M



oshup Trail in Aquinnah is a wild and unspoiled place – a windswept expanse of dunes and heathlands stretching southeast from the Gay Head Cliffs. But because of its sublime beauty, it is also at great risk of development. More than 90 percent of coastal heathland habitat in the northeast United States has been lost to human influences. The Vineyard Conservation Society has worked for decades to conserve this slowly vanishing resource. It has been a multi-pronged campaign involving regulation, acquisition, restoration and legal defense. We worked with the town and the state to pass coastal wetland regulations and designate the Moshup Trail corridor as a special zoning district. We also raised money to purchase a strategic property near the Cliffs, with more than half that funding coming from town residents. The current phase of the Moshup Trail project began in the mid-1990s, when VCS facilitated the conservation of nearly 40 acres of habitat through donations of land, purchases of ecologically and visually critical parcels, and voluntary conservation restrictions on private holdings. That work necessitated legal defense of the gains made, as would-be developers of adjacent landlocked parcels have sued to force access through the new conservation lands for their own subdivision purposes. VCS and partners are presenting a united and vigorous defense. Continued on page 2
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This winter, the project registered another milestone with the addition of several parcels located in the heart of the Moshup sanctuary. The gift from the Kennedy/Schlossberg family (Red Gate Farm LLC) includes an unassuming but important block of wetland habitat. It will expand a strategic conservation foothold where we are undertaking (with a grant from the Edey Foundation) habitat restoration for a significant but possibly declining population of the threatened orchid Arethusa bulbosa. This “Dragon’s Mouth orchid” (the only species in the genus Arethusa) is uniquely adapted to the harsh conditions of the Moshup moors, a habitat that also supports iconic flora and fauna like the Nantucket shadbush, the Northern Harrier hawk, Spotted turtle, and a rich diversity of invertebrate species. The Red Gate gift also includes interests in more than a dozen other parcels that range in size from a fraction of an acre to about six acres, totaling approximately 30 acres. Because it includes a wide scattering of isolated parcels outside our project area, the “trade lands” terms of the gift allow VCS to reconvey interests and use the proceeds for our conservation purposes. Therefore, as a first step, we will conduct a thorough natural resources assessment of the lands (also funded by the Edey Foundation). It will form the basis of recommendations for moving forward. Many thanks to Ed Schlossberg, Caroline Kennedy and family for taking an action that stands as a model of conservation consciousness. We hope it inspires others who can make this kind of philanthropic commitment to the future of Martha’s Vineyard. Brendan O’Neill, Executive Director



Conservation Tax Exemption Under Attack



M



unicipalities all over the nation have been strained by the economic downturn of recent years, leading many to aggressively seek out creative revenue-generation opportunities. Massachusetts is no exception. This winter saw extensive coverage in the local and regional papers of a lawsuit now before the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court, New England Forestry Foundation (NEFF) v Town of Hawley. The case tests the principle that conservation land owned by a charitable organization and “occupied by it for the purposes for which it is organized” should be exempt from local property tax. Conservation groups “occupy” their lands for mission-consistent purposes by leaving it in its natural state, sometimes determining that it can be managed for public access, sometimes not. Militant tax assessors and towns take a different view. In what seems like a bold leap of statutory interpretation, their position is that “occupancy” by the charitable organization for its organizational purposes means – in all cases – physical occupancy by the public, made possible through suitable accommodation including parking, signage and trails. They assert that “simply keeping land open and allowing its natural habitat to flourish is not sufficiently charitable.” The land trust movement in Massachusetts, now hundreds of organizations strong, is a relatively recent phenomenon. Prior to its emergence, the drafters of the disputed statutory language (Massachusetts General Laws Chap-



ter 59, § 5) never contemplated how the word “occupancy” could be misinterpreted in the context of vacant open space left in its natural state and held by conservation organizations. Rather, their frame of reference was occupancy of improved real estate owned by charitable entities – schools, museums, and hospitals, for example. The threat that non-profits like VCS could become liable for property tax on conservation land is real, and quite serious. If the Town of Hawley prevails in the NEFF case, charitable conservation organizations could face reduced capacity, lost lands and the threat of non-viability. And the attendant chilling effect on donations of conservation land would mean even more open space lost to development. Sadly, even viewed simply as a strategy to bring new revenue to towns, targeting the tax exemption of non-profit land conservation groups is short-sighted. When conservation lands are taken for failure to pay taxes the associated obligations – and costs – of managing those open spaces would devolve upon the town. If the land is sold and developed, the attendant costs of social services (schools, policing, etc.) increase at a greater rate than tax revenue.



For years, conservation non-profits have worked in partnership with town governments to preserve open space, thereby “lessening a burden of government,” one of the standards for property tax exemption in Massachusetts. Local nonprofit conservation groups have preserved and currently maintain thousands of acres on Martha’s Vineyard. Shifting that burden to towns will be expensive. We firmly believe that conservation land owned by a charitable non-profit organization chartered for the purpose of protecting the environment should qualify for exemption from property taxes under any reasonable interpretation of the statute. The state Department of Revenue, in an opinion twenty years ago, agrees: “Where a property is owned by a corporation whose charitable purposes include the preservation of natural resources, we think the simple act of maintaining that property in its natural condition would satisfy the occupancy requisite.” (MA DOR Letter File #94-699) We hope that the court uses this opportunity to make clear that the public benefit provided by conservation land is not a one-dimensional test of access or no-access. VCS and many colleague groups are supporting the efforts of NEFF and a decision is expected this summer.



Boots on the Ground: Habitat Restoration Begins At the Moshup Trail Conservation Area, woody vegetation is encroaching upon a small population of the orchid Arethusa bulbosa (left). Arethusa is most successful in full sunlight and prefers the edges in this wetland habitat — right beside the wet areas, and where shrubs meet grasses (below).



Our active management seeks to maintain these edges by cutting back woody vegetation and to create suitable new areas to help the population expand. Josh Scott (above left) of Beetlebung Tree Co. clears a new patch while assisted by VCS staff. At left, Jeremy Houser cuts back woody growth near the water; above, Brendan O’Neill hauls out the larger pieces. 3



Vineyard Spaces by E L I Z A B E T H C A M P B E L L



F



rom a window in my off-Island home l look out on a yard bound in old snow. It is a view without color, everything drawn in gray and white. As winter drags on, I long for the blue sky of summer, for warm sand, for green leaves turning in the wind, for the call of the cardinal – or even the squawk of a gull. Yes, I long for the Vineyard’s summer season, but even more, I long for the Vineyard’s sense of space. Here, in the off-Island world, our vision is limited by boundaries of all kinds – solid walls, high buildings, miles of pavement. In many places it is almost impossible to put a foot directly on the earth, or to see more than a slice of sky.



We come to rely on the familiar views that we love, but this is a place where it is also possible to experience the rare and wonderful. One September day a few years ago, when my husband and I had gone to explore Squibnocket pond in our kayaks, we came upon a huge flock of swans. We watched in awe as thirty or forty birds rose at once, in a cloud of loudly beating wings, to soar over our heads. After the birds were gone, we sat for a moment in shocked silence as bits of On the Vineyard, we see the sweep of the sky . . .



But, on the Vineyard, we see the sweep of the sky, feel the direction of the wind, know the state of the tide, the slant of the sun. From Vineyard roads we look out over rolling fields and see the ocean pulsing at our shore. We peer through gaps in ancient stone walls. We watch the colors change across the Katana plain as summer eases into fall, as the grasses take on coppery shades and goldenrod comes into bloom. Some of us own a piece of the Vineyard. Some rent or borrow a place for a time. Some come to visit for a short while. Homeowner, renter or day tripper, Islander-born or “washashore,” we all enjoy the views. We may have different favorites. One might be 4



the mist rising from the harbor at dawn, or the sun setting over the beach. Another could be the wind-rippled beach grass in the sheen of the late August light, or the scrub oaks whose silver trunks stand like twisted sculptures along down-Island roads all through the winter months. Such sights are there for us all. Whatever they are, we part-time Islanders hold our favorites in memory long after we get on the ferry to leave.



. . . and feel the direction of the wind.



Fifty Years of



Vineyard Conservation



N



early 50 years ago, a small core of dedicated Vineyarders sought to “join together to preserve the environment, character, and quality of life of the Island.” A fledgling Vineyard Conservation Society was formed, and has since worked tirelessly to make Martha’s Vineyard a more sustainable place.



feathery fluff floated in the water around our boats. Then we paddled on and stopped for a rest on a thin spit of sand just inside the outer beach. Lured by the sound of the waves, we walked to an opening in the dunes to look at that isolated shore. The sand had been sculpted into rippled patterns by the wind. The only tracks were those left by a gull. A clump of dusty miller spread its velvety leaves at our feet. Silvered twists of driftwood lay on the sand. Nothing else but sand and sea and sky. We stood there in silence and then carefully returned to our boats. This was not a scene to be entered, not a beach where one could flop down on a towel and enjoy the sun. It was perfect just as it was, and it was enough to have seen it, to know it was there. My husband and I always look forward to our next trip to the Vineyard, to the time when we will roll off the ferry and head down Beach Road toward the familiar sights we love, or perhaps to a sight we hadn’t expected. For all of us who spend part of our lives in other places, it is reassuring to know that when we return, no matter which way we go – up-Island or down – or which views we hold close to our hearts, we will still see the sky spread overhead, and the land stretched out around us. We will take it all in with a sigh of pleasure and relief. A bright night at Lucy Vincent Beach. Photos this page by Jeremy Houser, previous page by Brendan O’Neill



In 2015, the VCS will celebrate its 50th anniversary with special programs and events, and a redoubling of our efforts to preserve the natural resources, community character, and quality of life of our Island home. Stay tuned for news on how you can join us in kicking off a second half-century of Vineyard Conservation!



VCS Annual Meeting Please join us in June for the Annual Meeting of the VCS Board and Membership at the Wakeman Conservation Center off Lambert’s Cove Road. This year’s meeting will feature guest speaker Wesley Price, founder and President of the Cape Cod Mushroom Club.



Enteloma salmo-



Ed. note, July 2014: Special neum, Cape Cod thanks to Luanne Johnson Mushroom Blog of BiodiversityWorks who spoke at the meeting as a last-minute replacement for Mr. Price, who was unable to attend.
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Unic orns in the Forest by S A M A N T HA L O O K



I



t has felt like a long winter. I have enjoyed sledding, but even more so, constructing various snow creatures with my family. This year we traded traditional snowmen for a small flock of snow unicorns, big enough for my two kids to ride. They were a bit aloof in their snowy poses but proved fun and predictable mounts. I appreciated that the only nourishment they needed was delivered in snow from the sky. This winter these deliveries came with such regularity that our creations stubbornly became reliable members of the family. They persisted so long that even my kids were ready to let our snow herd gallop off in streams of meltwater, with only skeletal sticks and bamboo tails left behind, revealing nothing of the magic that once roamed beneath our trees. On the heels of this winter a recent weekend of sun and fifty degrees arrived like an unexpected gift. We cleaned up the sticks on the lawn, wished our unicorns many happy days in a cold land somewhere far away, and went walking at Lucy Vincent. At the beach we stood in a sun-shot haze 6



watching waves rise and unfurl against the beach. This is a place we have stood hundreds of times before, on days like this, and many others — colder, warmer, raining, moonlit. And that’s when I felt it, that sensation which rushes in and runs up the back of your neck. It is a combination of wonder and gratitude. It is humbling and uplifting.



For me it is also clarity. The muddle of adulthood and cluttered thinking evaporates. What matters is now marvelously clear, and made especially poignant — I watch my children intermittently chase waves and look for sharks’ teeth, spinning, falling, sitting and staring. The things that keep me up at night are brought down to size by this place. It is largely for these moments that I rise in the morning. These moments that inspire me — they exist because the natural places that ignite them have been conserved on this island.



This gets me thinking about the legal mechanics unwinding at the state Supreme Judicial Court, where the tax-exempt status of conservation land is being challenged (see page 2). The argument goes that there is insufficient charitable benefit in the conservation of a parcel of forestland because, while it is open to the public, there was not enough effort to encourage its public use. By focusing on the issue of public access, the case ignores some broader questions. Should access be the only measure of public benefit? I wonder how the nearby community would look or feel if that bit of forest were not conserved. What if it really was completely closed to the public, but you could still drive by and feel its depth, and your kids could press against their windows, to wonder and imagine. Maybe you couldn’t even drive near it, but you see its trees covering a distant hill and the end of a hard day softens. Maybe you can’t even see it, but it helps make the rain that soothes your garden and fills your tap with clean water. Aren’t these important benefits? And what about the future? As our population grows (globally and locally) whatever open space remains will be increasingly priceless. Without special consideration for conservation land, future generations may find these priceless benefits to be, in real dollars, prohibitively expensive.



I am present without effort — it would be an effort not to be.



Photos by Sam Look up the back of your neck as you pass that bit of woods and feel that connection, gratitude and awe. All of these are priceless to society and should be forcefully recognized as such.



And why must conservation land justify itself to a human evaluator at all? Are we even confident that we fully understand the diversity of benefits we derive from nature? What about the conservation of nature simply for the implicit good and importance of the nature itself? We are but one species among many, after all. I think back to Lucy Vincent Beach, which I can only walk in the off-season. It is an influential and valuable place to me, even when my summer view of it is distant, over the backs of sheep as I drive South Road. I would defend its value and protection even if I could never lay eyes on it. It would simply be a piece of the natural puzzle that makes this island so much grander than its houses and roads. We live here on this island for a variety of reasons: family, work, community, perhaps habit, maybe happenstance. But many of us choose (consciously or not) to live here because of how this place resonates with us aesthetically and spiritually. The unique quality of life created by this resonance is one of the greatest benefits of our preserved open spaces. It is also somewhat intangible though, and where our articulation of the value of nature gets tripped up. For many it is just easier to find the language for nature’s value in the potential economic losses when the bees stop showing up for work or when fish stop filling nets. But I am hopeful that at some time in the not-too-distantfuture the necessity of our connection with a healthy natural world will be valued for all that it truly is. The benefit is clear — whether represented by a stack of well-worn trail maps, the results of a scientist’s research, or just the feeling that creeps



So whether the Court finds that those woods have sufficient human visitors after all (despite the poor signage), or whether they compute how the loss of those trees might affect clean air or downstream erosion, or whether they discover that the forest provides important habitat for an array of rare critters, I hope for goodness’ sake they find a reason that the land does indeed merit tax exemption. If not, it could set a precedent sparking a cascade of similar cases that would be devastating to the conservation and environmental movements. Imagine conservation groups here on the Vineyard trying to maintain their spectrum of properties and programs with the addition of real estate taxation. Imagine the Island with far less conservation land. Fifty degrees, Lucy Vincent, and three sun-filled days later my perspective softens: maybe this winter wasn’t so bad after all. This morning it snows yet again, despite a momentum of lengthening daylight and new birdsongs. Spring is rushing in, whether the snow wants to yield or not. Watching from the window, my daughter leans back against me and exclaims, “We can build a snowy unicorn!” Yes, in this wonderful place, we can walk outside into a small Our yard is meadow and do just that. not conservation land, but it is a bit of open space and its value, for many reasons, I do not question. I can only hope that in my daughter’s generation and beyond there is open space enough for bees and birds to fly, and for spirit and imagination to freely roam. 7



I N S I D E VC S : N E W S • E V E N T S • P R O G R A M S • On the Road to Protection



For years, VCS has advocated for heightened protection of the rural character of our road system. Some eight miles of town roads like North Road, Middle Road, Music Street and New Lane have modest protection through a state Scenic Roads statute aimed at regulating tree and stone wall removal. Further, the MV Commission’s Island Road District of Critical Planning Concern (DCPC) brings additional protection to more than 80 miles of designated “Major Roads” and 23 miles of designated unpaved “Special Ways” (more commonly known as ancient ways). However, a need remains for Vineyard-specific guidelines regarding improvements made to our state and townowned rights-of-way. No such handbook currently exists. The MVC recently voted to address this shortcoming. VCS colleague and rural roads advocate Craig Whitaker will work with the Commission and others to create model regulations: a “Green Book,” addressing features such as road width, surface materials, shoulders, guardrails, signage, reflectors, drainage, lighting, and vegetation. The handbook’s model regulations could then be incorporated into town zoning bylaws and form the basis of discussions with state authorities, so that new Department of Transportation rules could better protect the Vineyard’s heritage of rural roads.



Fine Fossil Finds



“That’s the largest silicified Paleozoic wood I’ve ever seen from the Vineyard!” Enthusiasm for the natural world of the past was in abundance at an unusual gathering of experts at the Wakeman Center in late March. They were there to study a collection of Vineyard rocks, minerals and fossils entrusted to VCS nearly 30 years ago by preeminent geologist Clifford Alan Kaye. As part of preparations for our upcoming 50th 8



West Basin Road and the EdgartownVineyard Haven Road. Which will be the model for the future of our roads?



anniversary, VCS is working to archive and preserve this valuable document of the Vineyard’s geological past. Some of the material is more than 135 million years old, with specimens taken from areas long since lost to erosion and rising seas. In addition to conglomerates and silicified wood (petrified wood in which the pores are filled with silica), the collection contains a profusion of fossilized crabs, shells, whale vertebrae and other bone fragments. Scott Smyers, Senior Scientist with Oxbow Associates in Acton remarked, “sorting through the boxes from the Kaye collection was akin to stepping into a time machine.” Joining Scott were Jessica Cundiff, Vertebrate Paleontology Collection Manager at the Museum of Comparative Zoology at Harvard University, Fred Hotchkiss, Jeremy Houser, Scott Smyers, and Jessica Cundiff (l-r) examine Clifford Kaye’s extensive fossil collection.



I N I T IAT I V E S • A D VO C A C Y • E D U C AT I O N Frederick Hotchkiss, Director of the Marine & Paleothe care and feeding of the biological Research Institute in Vineyard Haven, and Vineyard Lawn Andrew McKenna-Foster, Director of Natural Science at the Nantucket Maria Mitchell Association. • If you use fertilizer, use only as much fertilizer as you need for the size of your lawn. Action on L awn Fertilizer • Use slow release or organic fertilizers with a high Septic systems and atmospheric sources of nitrogen are percentage of Water Insoluble Nitrogen (WIN). rightly pointed to as the main culprits behind the excess • Fertilize once in the spring and once in early fall using nitrogen that is causing deterioration of water quality in slow release and organic fertilizer. our coastal ponds. But we also know that 5-15% of the • Choose a grass seed blend with fine or tall fescues and pollution problem lies right in our back yard – literperennial ryegrass. ally. Therefore, regulating fertilizer use for lawn care is • Keep pH between 6.5-7.0 to optimize absorption and a relatively inexpensive way to address part of a very reduce nitrogen leaching. A little lime could save a lot of expensive problem. nitrogen. • Maintain a healthy top-dressing of loam. The passage of a statewide bill regulating fertilizer sale • Mow at the highest cutting height, never removing more and use is set to bring some degree of fertilizer restricthan 1/3 of the shoot growth per mowing. tions to Massachusetts. However, that law also allows • Leave the clippings on the lawn as a source of slow-release Martha’s Vineyard voters a narrow window of oppornitrogen. tunity to approve regulations tailored to better suit our • Pull weeds by hand. local environment. • Don’t overwater. • Finally, the simplest and most important of all: Reduce Town boards of health and the MV Commission have the amount of lawn area in favor of low-maintenance crafted such a fertilizer bylaw for Martha’s Vineyard, and plantings and native vegetation. are bringing it to voters at this spring’s town meetings. VCS is helping build a constituency for action by getting place—or treasured activity, occupation or institution—is the word out so that voters understand the issue and can so integral to the character of the Vineyard that it must be play leadership roles on town meeting floors. The bylaw has safeguarded?” already passed in all three towns to already hold meetings (Edgartown, Oak Bluffs, and West Tisbury); success in the Judging will be conducted later this spring by members of the remaining three towns will ensure that we have one sensible Island art community. Look for contest results and images set of rules Island-wide. of selected works in our e-newsletter the Conservation Almanac, and at our website (vineyardconservation.org). The VCS Lawns Initiative has long advocated for “Vineyard-friendly” lawn maintenance practices like using slow-release fertilizers, reducing the footprint of managed turf, and increasing plantings of low maintenance native shrubs, wildflowers, and grasses (see box). Regulating fertilizer use is an important next step!



The Art of Conservation



This spring, high school students across the Vineyard are flexing their creative muscles, hoping to come out on top of the first VCS art competition. Titled The Art of Conservation, the contest seeks to engage Island teenagers in thinking deeply about what aspects of nature are for them most priceless. Students have a choice of four categories of media (drawing, painting, photography, and sculpture) to express their answers to questions such as, “What beloved animal, plant or



Excerpt of promotional poster by MVRHS student Jack Yuen for The Art of Conservation 9



Inside VCS, Continued Earth Day 2014



Thank you to everyone who participated in the 22nd annual VCS Earth Day Beach Clean-up! Through the concerted effort of a few hundred volunteers, 23 Vineyard beaches got a much-needed spring cleaning, all while helping divert truckloads of garbage from being swept out to sea, where it would circulate in the ocean for decades and threaten wildlife. For the second year, the after-party was graciously hosted by the Harbor View Hotel, and featured their own great food, donated treats from the Scottish Bakehouse, and a raffle for prizes from Bunch of Grapes and S.B.S. Thanks to those businesses and our other major sponsors: MV Savings Bank, Comcast, and WMVY (who broadcast the clean-up live from Eastville Beach).



Wakeman Center Turns



25



To celebrate 25 years of conservation partnership, the Mary P. Wakeman Conservation Center received a sprucing up this winter, including new shingles and trim work. The Center, home base for VCS and colleague organizations, is located at the old Cranberry Acres campground off Lambert’s Cove Road, a site acquired and repurposed by Vineyard Open Land Foundation. VOLF donated the two-acre parcel on which the Center was built, and is restoring the nearby cranberry bog to organic production. The Center, named in honor of the late Mary Wakeman of Edgartown, is a trust established to “acquire facilities and operate a center for the mutual benefit” of its nonprofit signatories. Participants include VCS and VOLF, as well as Sheriff ’s Meadow Foundation, the Martha’s Vineyard Garden Club, and The Trustees of Reservations (TTOR). All these groups, along with The Nature Conservancy (TNC), originally shared offices in the 3,000 square foot building; TNC and TTOR have since expanded to other office spaces, but continue to use the Center’s auditorium and other services.
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Walking, Driving, and Building at Sea Level



K



eep it local. That’s the message emerging from educators and advocates working on global climate change outreach and awareness. The topic is so vast and its implications so dire that at times it seems the public response is to “ignore it and maybe it will go away.” Addressing local community impacts and local adaptation strategies is one way to change that dynamic. To that end, an education and advocacy nexus emerged in downtown Vineyard Haven this winter. In our advocacy role, VCS testified before the MV Commission, voicing our concerns about the plan to expand the Vineyard Haven Stop & Shop store. In addition to issues regarding size, traffic noise, and historic character impacts, we noted that the plan involved significant new investment in infrastructure directly in the path of our rising seas. The downtown area could experience up to six feet of sea level rise over the next century, which would place the store’s present location below sea level. Also, flooding will affect the site more often, due to the more frequent and powerful storms resulting from climate change. On the education front, we decided that this year’s Winter Walks should have a climate-related theme — “Walking at Sea Level.” February saw perhaps the most popular walk, which took us to an unlikely location, Five Corners in Vineyard Haven. Just a few hundred feet from the Island’s busiest intersection (and the Stop & Shop), a complex barrier beach and estuarine system including the long-gone Bass Creek once existed. And, as the seas rise and our shorelines recede, someday it may again.



The Lost Bass Creek by B R E N DA N O’ N E I L L



W



ith our seas rising and shorelines receding (all while the population keeps growing), it feels as though the Vineyard gets a little smaller every year. But one town, Vineyard Haven, is actually a bit bigger than it once was. A complex barrier beach and estuarine system once existed in the area of Five Corners, but has since been filled in and converted to buildable land. The history of these waterways and estuaries, as well as today’s flat expanses of land behind the town Post Office, along Lagoon Pond Road, and at Veteran’s Memorial Park, was the subject of our Winter Walk in early February. More than forty walkers set out from the post office for a two-hour exploration of the past and present state of this part of Vineyard Haven. With vintage photographs, maps, and first-hand accounts, the pervasive nature of change was dramatically illustrated. An interesting his-



tory in its own right, but with the proposed changes currently under consideration (most specifically, the new Stop & Shop), it is a book whose next chapter is currently being written. Two hundred years ago, Bass Creek brought sailing vessels of all kinds into Lagoon Pond. Near the present location of the Steamship Authority parking lot, a navigable waterway of 6 to 7 feet in depth emerged through an opening in the barrier beach. It formed a curving arc past the present Stop & Shop and Five Corners, eventually widening into the Bass Creek. The Creek then flowed southward (following present-day Lagoon Pond Road) into the Lagoon. Today, Bass Creek is no more – the Creek and surrounding tidelands were filled over time with dredge spoils from the harbor, and with a variety of marine debris, including wreckage from the Great Gale of November 1898. About that particular storm Vineyard Haven resident-historian Jim Norton wrote: “That mighty gale brought home with dramatic intensity how subject to the natural elements the fragile quality of human endeavor on the harbor had always been.” But in its time, Bass Creek was a valuable resource, coming to the aid of residents in at least one notable crisis. In September of 1778, dozens of British warships carrying more than 4,000 troops moored in the harbor and forcibly re-provisioned themselves. More than 10,000 sheep, 300 oxen, and all manner of goods and possessions left town with them. That winter was especially harsh on the Island, and there are accounts of the impoverished town residents surviving on bass cut from the frozen Bass Creek. The area of Bass Creek itself is now occupied by more than two dozen structures. These buildings, on the east side of Lagoon Pond Road, run roughly from the bike shop to the The VCS family lost a dear friend this winter with the death of Jim Cannon of Edgartown. Jim served on the Board of Directors for 13 years, including as President, until his retirement in 2004. During his tenure, Jim navigated VCS through some of the Vineyard’s most contentious land use disputes.



former Erford Burt boatyard. That boatyard, assembled in 1944 from the recycled North Tisbury Baptist Church, was whimsically referred to as the “Bass Creek Meeting House.” Asked in 1983 by MV Museum oral history curator Linsey Lee what it was like building boats in what was once a church, Mr. Burt quipped, “Better the building, better the work.” In March, permits were issued to the current owners of that same boatyard to elevate the structure by six feet. On the opposite side of Lagoon Pond Road, the houses along “Chicken Alley” (named for the subsistence gardens that once thrived in the back yards) once had Bass Creek waterfront at their doorsteps. During the whaling era, the Legion (Veteran’s Memorial) Park behind Chicken Alley was an estuary, navigable at high tide. Whaling boats were hauled out at the head of the future park into a glacial ravine known as Cat Hollow, where a tar works was set up for repair work. (Cat Hollow is today a quiet, treed treasure conserved with a Conservation Restriction gifted by landowner John Hughes and facilitated by VCS.) But following the 1938 hurricane, mountains of sand spoils from harbor dredging were deposited on the Bass Creek and Legion Park area, earning the local name of “Sahara.” It was eventually leveled and loam brought in under the auspices of the local Legion Post #257, a project launched after the Second World War. The field was conveyed to the town and officially dedicated in 1964. Even with all the changes, traces of the past remain: the outlines of the Bass Creek are still clearly visible in aerial photos, and maps reveal how the patterns of construction followed its contours. Will the Bass Creek return someday? It’s much too early to know, but in this era of rising seas it is inevitable that some of our engineered human habitats will be some of the first lands taken back by the ocean.



in memoriam



Jim Cannon, VCS Leader



These included our fight to stop the proposed development of a 55,000 square foot shopping mall at the Nobnocket site above Tashmoo, and our role in support of Edgartown’s defense of local zoning in the landmark legal challenge brought by the owners of Herring Creek Farm. Both disputes resulted in favorable outcomes for land protection on Martha’s Vineyard.



But Jim was perhaps most proud of the conservation of a tiny 2.85-acre in-town parcel in Edgartown: the Mary Black Sanctuary. Efforts to preserve the property were stalled for years by complex legal and political hurdles. Jim was able to steer a course in which the owners – family members of one of our VCS founders – granted a Conservation Restriction to VCS, and then gifted the land to the Town of Edgartown.



In his resignation letter, Jim wrote: “Age has got me and it is time to get younger enthusiasts to fight the battle. I believe that VCS’ mission statement is still as valid as ever!”
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Consider a Donor Advised Fund



Moshup moors, photo by Brendan O’Neill, 2014



In recent years, more of our members have chosen to support VCS through Donor Advised Funds (DAFs). These funds are accounts managed by a financial services company that allow individual donors to direct giving into one place, then parcel it out to qualifying entities like VCS. Ask your financial advisor if DAFs are a workable option for you.
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